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Abstract
A common issue seen within the adoptee community is their identity. This
thesis will explore how international adoptees, specifically Asian-American
adoptees, often feel uncertain about their identity when it comes to ethnicity and
belonging to a certain group. It will also focus on how this could change or be
enhanced when adoptees visit their home country. This project will look at
different stories of adoptees who have struggled with identity issues found in
different scholarly resources focusing on this issue along with personal interviews
and stories from other adoptees that I have met. Some of these people have
returned to their home country, some have not. With these stories, identity
issues can be analyzed and the idea of identity changing after visiting one’s birth
country can be evaluated. In the end, I will write a section telling my own
personal story of being an Asian-American adoptee in Oregon, the identity issues
I have encountered, and what my trip back to China was like.
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Literature Review
One-Child Policy
In 1979, China put in place the one-child policy which regulated the
number of children a family could have. This policy was instituted to help control
the rapid growth of the country’s population. (Ponte, Wang, and Fan 2010:102) In
the Chinese religion of Confucianism, boys are typically seen as the preferred
gender of their child since they traditionally continue the family name and care
for their parents when they grow old. On the other hand, when daughters grow
up, they usually leave the family when they marry. (Beecher 2012:16) Ninety-five
percent of Chinese adoptees are girls due to their parents’ preference for boys.
(Ponte, Wang, and Fan 2010:102) The one-child policy combined with the general
preference for having sons instead of daughters explains the reason for China
opening itself up for international adoption. (Hancox 2019:1)

Reasons for adopting from China
The domestic adoption process is too long and can last around four or five
years. There is also the concept of it being an open adoption meaning the
biological mother can have about six months to change her mind and decide to
keep their biological child and reclaim them as her own. (Cohen 2007:35-37)
Foster care is a valid option for adoption, however, with the stigma surrounding
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foster care, many choose to adopt internationally. (Lee 2006:53) With
international adoption, there is the aspect of anonymity, once they are finalized,
they are closed, the adoptees are typically healthy, and many other benefits
potentially outweigh the option for domestic adoption. (Cohen 2007:37)
In the U.S., there is the model minority stereotype often placed on
Asian-Americans, specifically Eastern Asian-Americans giving the assumption that
they are always hard-working, intelligent, and can adapt well to their new
environment in the West. (Roesler Beecher 2012:8) With the model minority and
the fact that there were numerous amounts of Asian babies in orphanages who
needed a home, potential adoptive parents were given more of a push to choose
to adopt from Asia rather than go with domestic adoption or adopt children from
Latin America or Africa. (Cohen 2007:119) Another issue with the model minority
Tan and Jordan-Arthur points out is that there is an assumption that their family
values education and is dedicated to school. However, adoptees are typically
raised in White households, but without teachers knowing that, expectations
might be unrealistically and unfairly set higher for the adopted student than
others. (2012:1502) All these assumptions that the model minority stereotype
has, tend to put pressure on the adoptee potentially creating psychological and
social problems that may occur in the future. It also brings the opportunity for
racism that non-adoptive Asians experience frequently as well. (Lee 2006:53)
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These stereotypes regarding the model minority have impacted adoptive parents
and how they perceive the children coming from China. (Hancox 2019:7)

Identity Issues
The first large group of Chinese adoptees adopted around the turn of the
century is coming to an age where they are starting to question their identity and
the Chinese side of them that might have been ignored previously. (Ponte, Wang,
and Fan 2010:102) As the adoptees start to question their past, the reality of their
abandonment must be confronted which potentially could lead to many more
issues concerning their identity. (Cohen 2007:33) Chinese adoptees tend to be
adopted at quite young ages, meaning that their moving to a new country was
not their decision. Instead, strangers brought them to a new environment where
they appear significantly different from the majority of the population, making it
difficult to find any remaining attachments to their birth culture. (Lee 2006:55)
Being adopted in general can lead to questions and issues regarding
identity, but adding the international aspect brings a whole new level of issues.
Adoptees do not look like their families, nor do they look like most people in their
community. (Cohen 2007:33) This is, however, a separate entity from
multiracialism. Multiracialism implies that one is of two different races, likely
having two parents from different backgrounds; but in this case, an adoptee is
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simply born in one country yet raised in another. The transracial adoption
paradox is defined as a: “set of experiences of being raised within a White family
with all the associated privileges of Whiteness, as well as being perceived and
treated by family, friends, and oneself as White, and, at the same time, being
perceived and treated by society at large as a foreigner immigrant, and racial
minority.” (Lee 2006:54) I conducted personal interviews in which Garlitz,
Gennaro, and Johnston had personal experiences where they felt not “Asian
enough". (2021) (2021) (2021) Berry, Lalone, and Kaiser, on the other hand, have
felt judged by the Asian community for not being “Asian enough”. Adoptive
families, as a whole, often face discrimination from non-adoptive White families
or Asian families who don’t understand the concept of adoption. The judgment
that adoptive families face serves as a constant reminder to adoptees that they
are still seen as different and not necessarily welcomed by everyone. (Lee
2006:55-56) A common type of judgment adoptees receive is in the form of
questions that can be phrased in an offensive or insensitive manner such as:
“Where are you really from?” “Do you know your real parents?” “Are your
siblings really your siblings” (Johnston 2021) Johnston explains that though
people don’t have the intent to be insensitive, these situations can still make
adoptees feel bad about themselves and a big part of their identity. (Johnston
2021)
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Juwen Zhang introduces, in his written piece about folklore identity, the
concept of the model of “rites of passage”. This concept is described by Zhang as
the “passage from physical and psychological separation to margin to aggregation
(or incorporation) into a new society.” (2015:465) However, an important note
that Zhang mentions is that the period of feeling like an outsider is typically the
longest period in this passage. (2015:465) Additionally, diaspora is a common
term used when studying international adoption. It is described as a feeling of
forced removal from someone’s country and being placed in a new environment
along with the implication of how unlikely it would be for that person to return. It
also includes how the person displaced might feel a longing for what they lost.
(Lee 2006:54) However, it is important to acknowledge that even though the
adoptees that lost their connection to their birth country still are able to bring
value and meaning to their lives. Though being adopted internationally does
imply a significant loss, adoptees are still able to control their lives and adapt in
different ways. (Lee 2006:56)
Jianbin Lee Shiao and Mia Tuan explain in an article how “[there is an
acceptance towards] Asian Americans as embodied by the dual attitudes toward
them as both perpetual foreigners and honorary whites.” (2008:1025) Being
raised in White families [Asian adoptees] are familiar with the dominant culture,
rather than their Asian counterparts. (Shiao and Tuan 2008:1025) Growing up in a
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predominantly White community, adoptees tend to adapt and assimilate into the
White culture they grew up in. (Lee 2006:47) It is still common, however, to see
adoptive parents including objects and artifacts from their children’s birth country
into their childhood. Doing this allows for the adoptee to not feel like they
suffered such a great loss since they still have a small connection to their past.
Although, these connections brought in by parents aren’t necessarily the most
authentic or realistic depiction of the child’s culture. Instead, they could be seen
as just ‘oriental adoration’ which in turn, ends up emphasizing the differences in
cultures. (Lee 2006:58-59)
Hancox mentions in her thesis how adoptees often feel as if they are not
Chinese enough since they do not fit in entirely with the Asian community or the
American community. (2019:16) With so many unknowns and feelings of not
belonging, adoptees often look for a space in which they can focus on their
adoptive part of the identity and develop that side of their life. (Lee 2006:58) .

Homeland Tours

Homeland tours are highly encouraged for adoptive families as it provides
the children with knowledge of where they were from. (Powers 2011:68) It also
provides a way for the children to be reconnected with the earliest part of their
life. (Powers 2011:67) Jillian Powers also notes in her article that it is not only the
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children that benefit from homeland tours, the parents benefit as well. Powers
explains that parents are able to ask questions when visiting their child’s old
orphanages to get answers to questions that they have never been able to ask
before. Some of these questions were pertinent to their child’s temperament as
infants, or if there was any more information about the children in their file that
they have not yet learned. (2011:70)
Availability of resources is an important factor when considering pursuing
a homeland tour. (Shiao and Tao 2008:1030) Different organizations and
companies provide opportunities to return to China on heritage tours such as
China Children Adoption International or China Center of Children’s welfare.
(Hancox 2019:12)
During and after the homeland tour, the identity of adoptees might
change. Some adoptees feel as if their identity as an adoptee becomes more
pronounced after being reconnected with their homeland and connecting with
other adoptees on the tour. (Hancox 2019:14) Kelly Hancox conducted a study in
2019 in which she reported how an adoptee who returned to China explained
that the trip can bring a feeling of dysphoria in which the adoptee feels as though
they don't belong. (2019:15) On homeland tours, adoptees are primarily in their
tour group with White parents making it evident they are tourists, and preventing
any locals from assuming that the adoptees are locals themselves. (Wheels 2021)
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Adoptees can also experience changes in how they identify after a
homeland tour. Culture shock is common when returning from a homeland after
not having been there for years. Some adoptees feel like their relationship with
China itself has changed after the homeland tour. (Gennaro 2021) Going on
homeland tours can bring new perspectives as to how they see themselves or
who they could have potentially been. (Lalone 2021) Closure is another common
feeling experienced after going on a homeland tour, as it allows adoptees to
confront their past and subsequently move forward with their lives. (Cruise 2021)
Some adoptees have really impactful, deep experiences in China that significantly
impact how they feel about adoption and who they are after such a personal trip.
(Berry 2021) After being on a trip where one resembles the locals, it can feel
strange coming back to the U.S. The feeling of being an outsider returns and can
create emotions that are hard to deal with. (Berry 2021)
Homeland tours can also have a great impact on the relationship between
adoptees and their parents, or they could simply have an impact on the parents
alone. For parents, seeing their children be able to visit their orphanages and
finding spots (where the children were left and abandoned to be found and taken
to the orphanage) can be very emotional for parents; it could be their own
version of confronting the difficult past of their child and the fact that they were
abandoned. (McHenry 2021) Some parents have the aspiration to be able to take
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their children back on a trip to where they were born, so these trips can be very
fulfilling for parents. (Gennaro 2021) It can also be emotional for parents to see
their children simply doing tourist activities in the country they were born in, with
or without the added element of visiting their child’s orphanages. Seeing
adoptees interact with locals, eat local food, and see famous landmarks can bring
great joy and emotion to parents. (Kaiser 2021) If these homeland trips elicit
emotions that are not entirely positive for adoptees, parents might be able to
observe that and be affected by that as well. They might have concerns for their
children and how they are feeling about their adoption and their reunion with
their birth country. (Berry 2021)
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Methodology
This study looked at the topic of identity issues and the effects of
homeland tours on international adoptees. Interviews were conducted by asking
international adoptees from the US and Canada about whether they dealt with
issues concerning their identity along with if they had been on a homeland tour.
These interviews took place over a variety of online platforms some of which
included Google Drive documents, Facebook messengers, and one FaceTime call.
Having had a combination of people who had returned back to their home
country and some who had not, there were a couple of sets of questions:
General Questions:
1. What are some reactions from people when you told them you were
adopted?
2. Did you actively seek Asian friends in school?
3. Do you feel like there were a lot of Asians in the city where you grew up?
4. Were you ever embarrassed or ashamed of being an Asian adoptee?
5. Did you ever feel judged by other Asians with Asian parents for "not being
Asian enough"
6. Did you ever try to present "more Asian" than how you were raised?
7. Did your parents try to help find other adoptive families so you could have
friends who were also adopted?
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8. Did your parents try to help find other adoptive families to help you relate
to your friends?

Questions for Adoptees who went back to their Mother-country:
1. Did you feel like visiting China changed your relationship with your
parents?
2. Did you visit your orphanage or finding-spot?
3. If yes, how did visiting your orphanage or finding-spot make you feel? Was
it positive or negative?
4. Did you have any expectations or predictions before this trip? If so, what
were they?
5. Why did you want to go on this trip?
6. Was this trip your parents' idea or yours?
7. Did you feel judged by the locals when walking around?
8. Do you feel like revisiting China changed you? If so, please describe
9. Do you know how your parents were affected by seeing you go back to
China?

The group of adoptees interviewed were ten personal friends of mine.
Though the number of subjects may not be very large, they were all adoptees
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who felt comfortable opening up to me about their experiences with adoption
and identity. The group of adoptees was comprised of all girls. Though that might
seem to limit some of the findings, it is not too much of a limitation because a
large proportion of adoptees born in China around the late 1990s to early 2000s
are female due to the one-child policy.
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Results/Findings from All Adoptees
Information for Adoptees
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Being an international Asian-American in the U.S. can already feel lonely.
According to the U.S. census from 2020, Asians make up only 6% of the
population. (Population Estimates 2021) To then add the factor of being adopted
makes it even more difficult to find others who have similar situations. After
interviewing the ten subjects about their experiences growing up as
Asian-American adoptees in the U.S., some patterns were found as to how they
behaved and interacted with others in their communities at home.
A common theme found in not just this particular subject pool, but also
found in many international adoptees, is that they did not feel as though they fit
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in while growing up. To those who are unaware of an adoptee actually being
adopted, they look Asian to them. They assume that they were raised by Asian
parents, eating Asian food, and probably speaking another language at home that
was not English. However, though adoptees may appear one ethnicity, they were
raised as typical Americans likely with more commonalities to a White person
than an Asian person in regards to home life.
The first question I asked each of my subjects was what are some of the
reactions that they get when they tell people that they are adopted? I asked this
question because adoption can not always be seen as a good thing. Yes families
are made and there is no need for a biological relation to be a family, but there is
still a dark side to adoption in general. When someone is adopted, it implies that
their biological parents did not want them or could not raise them themselves,
allowing for the adoptive parents to become their parents. Out of the ten
subjects I interviewed, there was a wide variety of responses to this question.
Many of the subjects mention how people have reacted in surprise when just
being told the fact, but if the adoptee is out with their family, it’s not that
surprising. I also received a range of responses from people saying that they bring
up their adoption a lot because “it’s such an integral part of my identity” (Wheels
2021), to people who don’t bring it up explaining that, “I don’t necessarily go
around telling people I am adopted when I first meet people. I usually end up
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explaining parts of my story when my friends come and visit my family. My
adoption is not something I’m ashamed of, but it’s also not something that I am
necessarily proud of, or flaunt.” (Cruise 2021)
Abigail Johnston’s answer to this question provided common responses
that tend to hurt the feelings of the adoptee, though that not always be the
intention. She states:
Some common reactions from people when telling them I was adopted
include invasive questions and misconceptions. The most common
questions/misconceptions you receive as an adoptee are, “Are you going to
go back to China to find your ‘real’ family one day?”, “Who is your ‘real’
mom?”, “Why don’t you look like your mother?”, “Is your mom/sister your
‘real’ family?” “Are you an immigrant/Do you have a green card?”, and
“What was it like in China (in a foster home/orphanage)?”. There are also a
lot of people who quickly notice that my family structure is unique and
actually approach my family and I to inquire about our adoption or if we
are foreign exchange students. Although many people do not have any bad
intentions, many of the comments are unnecessary misconceptions of
adoption and could be considered microaggressions. (Johnston 2021)
When asking adoptees about who their “real family” is, it implies that the family
that is theirs, and the only one known to them, is invalid and not considered an
actual family. The word “real” in this context is often said verbally with an
emphasis on it, making it more obvious that their family, to the outside world, is
not what a family is or should be. These sorts of assumptions can detrimentally
impact adoptees having identity issues. In the eyes of an adoptee, their family is
their family, it’s part of their identity, but when an implication is made saying that
their family is not real, it can lead to some questions about their biological family
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and leave them wondering about who they are. These interactions can be even
more confusing when the adoptee is at a young age and may understand that
they are adopted but do not know how to explain to their friend that their family
is their real family.
Another common reaction to telling people that one is adopted is
described by Allie Wheels during her interview. She explains that some people
tend to react sadly when they hear that someone is adopted. (Wheels 2021) This
reaction is due to the fact that when someone is adopted, it is first implied that
they were given up as a child or abandoned in one way or another.
Allyson McHenry brings up another valid point that for many people, being
adopted is not much of a surprise if the friend of the adoptee has ever seen their
parents. (2021) Most likely, a girl adopted from China into the U.S. has White
parents, so when seen together, adoption is a natural assumption to make. Elsa
Lalone also brings this point up explaining, “When they saw my mom and I next
to each other they knew immediately” (2021). Having that constant reassurance
of people knowing that you’re adopted does allow adoptees to not feel as
isolated compared to when they have to explain themselves to people who may
be unaware of the situation.
The second question I asked the subjects was if they ever consciously
pursued Asians in their schools growing up to befriend them. This question was
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asked because oftentimes happening upon other Asian-American adoptees is a
rare occurrence, lest they are one's own family members who, too, were adopted.
To live without having a friend that can give an adoptee the kind of support and
sympathy that they might need, adoptees might start to feel alone and find
themselves conforming to White culture and the social norms in that current
environment. All but one of the subjects, when asked this question, explained
that being Asian was not a criterion that a potential friend needed. However, they
did all express a certain level of comfort that was found when Asian friends were
found since they discovered similar backgrounds in a way. Chloe Blake explains
that as she left for college, she did want to make more Asian friends at her college
since there were very few Asians living in her home city. (2021) For Frances Berry,
there was a different response. She directly stated that she did try and find
Asian-American friends in one of her schools growing up. Berry explains how she
simply just gravitated toward them more than her other peers and how it was
nice for them to discuss sensitive topics together. She also explains how she was
also approached by other Asian-American students in her school. (2021)
The third question I asked all the subjects was if there were many other
Asians or Asian-Americans in the city or town where they grew up. For the
majority of the subjects, their responses expressed the lack of diversity in the
towns where they were from. A handful of the women interviewed explained that
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in nearby areas there were bigger cities with a more diverse population, but not
close enough that they could call it their hometown. The adoptees interviewed
expressed that their cities or towns where they were from had a primarily White
population overall.
The fourth question I asked the subjects was if they were ever
embarrassed or ashamed of being adopted. For many adoptees, it can be
awkward or isolating being the odd one out, especially growing up with most of
your classmates who were raised by their biological parents. This often can lead
to embarrassment or shame about adoption and wishing that they had a “normal
life”. Wheels explained in her response that for her, like many other adoptees,
her mother emphasized the miracle of adoption and provided her with books and
other media showing its positive aspects. (2021) Wheels brought up another
common action for adoptive parents to take which is to connect their family with
other adoptee families with children of the same heritage. (2021) For McHenry, it
wasn’t that being adopted specifically brought her embarrassment, it was that
she always looked different. (2021) For Asian-American adoptees, not only do
they look different compared to their peers, but as well as when they go home to
their families. Unless they have other adopted siblings from Asia, they are always
going to be the odd ones out. Grace Kaiser had a similar experience, as she
explained that everyone else in her life was White and she was the only Asian.
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(2021) Madeline Gennaro details a common struggle for many adoptees, having
no genetic similarities to their parents. In her response, she explains that many
people can say “I have my mom’s eyes” or “I got my nose from my dad”, but for
adoptees, especially international adoptees, there are no physical similarities that
can be connected to their parents. This struggle is also exemplified when an
adoptee has a certain talent or skill, or the lack of one, that the rest of their family
does or doesn’t have, again making them different. For Gennaro, she found
herself jealous of her classmates and their ability to find commonalities between
themselves and their families. (2021)
Myla Garlitz brings up the main struggle in her response to this question.
The struggle of not fitting in with either the Asian or White community. She
explains how she was constantly made fun of and teased for appearing the way
she did, but she still followed White trends growing up. (2021) The struggle of not
being able to fully fit in with one group and being torn between two is very
common for many adoptees. When adoptees are with White people, they are
more likely to be able to relate to them in terms of how they were raised, but
physically they lack similar features; yet when adoptees are with other Asians
who have may have similar characteristics to them, the adoptees may feel
white-washed compared to their peers given the difference of their upbringings.
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The fifth question presented to the group of subjects was whether or not
the adoptees felt judged by their non-adopted Asian peers. Along with the feeling
of not fitting into a certain group, many adoptees can feel judged by the group of
people they are presumed to belong to, in this case, many Asian-American
adoptees feel judged by Asian classmates or coworkers who were raised by Asian
parents. Abigail Johnston points out a common expression that, unfortunately,
many adoptees hear growing up, this phrase being, “you’re not really Asian.”
(Johnston 2021) Not only does this make an adoptee feel bad in general, but it
invalidates who they are and a part of their identity. Adoptees might hear this
said to them at a young age and not realize the impact it has on them, or the
negative ramifications it could have on the development of their identities. For
those who hear it at a young age, it is likely that they want to fight this accusation
because their parents tell them they are Asian, so hearing that this isn’t true can
lead them to question their identity. If another Asian says I’m not really Asian,
who am I really then?
Wheels brought up another barrier between the Asian community and the
Asian adoptee community: the language barrier. When welcomed into the home
of a friend who happens to be Asian as well, and they and their parents start
speaking in a language completely foreign to the adoptee, it can feel awkward.
(2021) Gennaro also brings up this issue as she felt judged by older Asians who
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were always shocked by the fact that she couldn’t speak Cantonese or Mandarin.
(2021) For Berry, she knew this might be a recurring issue in her life, so she took it
upon herself to learn the language. Fortunately for her, the schools she attended
growing up offered such classes. (2021)
Blake mentions that judgment wasn’t always given by other Asians living in
the same communities as the adoptees. However, there is still that feeling of not
fitting in and being excluded. (2021) It is true that Asian-American families may
welcome adoptees into their homes and be kind, but having that friend that’s
Asian doesn’t mean that their two stories are similar. They may look the same,
but they don’t have the same experiences growing up. The adoptee likely grew up
eating traditional American food and celebrating American holidays, whereas a
friend with immigrant or second-generation immigrant parents grew up eating
traditional Asian food and cuisines, or the Fourth of July may not have been as
important to them. Garlitz also brings up an interesting point about some Asian
families simply not understanding adoption. (2021) In the case of China’s
one-child policy, the chances of them understanding the concept may be a little
higher, but for a family from the Philippines, Cambodia, or Indonesia, the concept
of adoption may not be fully understood.
The penultimate question I asked the whole group of adoptees is if they
ever presented themselves as more Asian. In other words, did they try to follow
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more Asian trends, dress more Asian, and appear as if they were raised by Asian
parents instead of how they were actually raised. The majority of the adoptees in
this group did the opposite in fact. They adapted to Western culture in order to
try and fit in with the majority of their peers. Blake explained how when given the
opportunity to learn more about her culture she would take it, but she never
intentionally tried to alter who she was. (2021) For Berry, she explained that the
stereotypes that many Americans held towards Asians were actually applicable to
her, so she didn’t actually need to present herself in a way considered “more
Asian”. (2021)
Allie Wheels on the other hand did try to appear more Asian to a certain
extent. It wasn’t until she started college, however. (2021) Around that time, after
graduating high school and entering the real world, people, in general, are trying
to discover who they are. For adoptees, they are entering the world without their
parents, meaning that people who see them will not automatically understand
that they are adopted given the presence of a White parental figure standing next
to them. Now it is just them by themselves, so the assumption that they were
raised by Asian parents is not a far stretch. So when entering the world alone and
trying to figure out who they are, it seems natural for Asian-American adoptees to
look more into their Asian roots. Chloe Blake even explains in her interview how
she would love to find more Asian friends as she goes off to college. (2021)
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The last question I asked the entire group of adoptees was if their parents
tried to help connect them with other adoptees or adoptive families to help the
adoptee find people to relate to. All ten adoptees interviewed responded yes to
this question. For many of the adoptees, adoptive families in nearby areas would
meet on a regular basis when the adoptees were young allowing the children to
form connections and friendships with other adoptees their age. For many of the
adoptees, these regular meetings and playdates would stop at a young age, so
young that many of the adoptees don’t necessarily remember them, they are
only aware of them through old photos or stories. For Wheels, she started these
meetings and playdates began at a young age, but for her, they actually continued
up until she was in college. (2021) Another common activity where adoptive
families could get together was overnight camps for families or even just the
adoptees. This allowed for more bonding between adoptees and their families at
older ages, too. Grace Kaiser brought up the point that many of the adoptees may
not have realized how impactful these meetings and gatherings were then, but as
the adoptees grow and discover more of their identity, they look back on them
with gratitude. (2021)
Below is a graphic showing the common behaviors and patterns seen in
the adoptees based on their responses to their interviews. Each question is
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displayed below along with the number of responses of “yes” and “no” for each
question.

After interviewing ten adoptees from China, it seems as though some
experiences are rather common, and some are quite different. Many of the
adoptees’ parents try to connect them with others like them in order for them to
relate to other children. However, when it comes to how they embraced their
adoptions and adapted to Western culture, there were a variety of responses.
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Results/Findings from Adoptees Who Have Returned to their Motherland
Out of the ten subjects interviewed for this research, eight of the adoptees
have gone back to their country of birth, either on a homeland tour or for a study
abroad. So to look more in-depth at the effects of returning to one’s motherland,
I asked these eight individuals the second set of questions regarding their trips
back to China. These questions looked at how the adoptees may have
experienced changes in terms of how they look at adoption, their history, and
why they wanted to go on this trip in the first place.
A question that I asked all the adoptees who went back to China was why
they went on this trip? Was it their parents’ ideas or did they get inspired by
something else?
For the large portion of adoptees who went on a homeland tour in China, it was
their parents’ idea to go back and visit or a combination of the parents and the
adoptee themself. Another question I asked this group of adoptees was why they
wanted to go on the trip in the first place? All the adoptees explain wanting to go
back to China and explore a part of their identity that they might not be as
familiar with. Many also expressed how it wasn’t just them individually, but how
their parents also wanted to experience this trip with them as a family. Madelin
Gennaro stated, “I wanted to go on the trip to learn more about the country that
I’m from. I wanted to see the people of China, the stunning architecture, the
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culture, and taste the food of my country. As well, I wanted to meet other Chinese
adoptees [to whom] I can relate.” (2021) Gennaro brings up a great point of
wanting to meet other adoptees she can relate to. As mentioned earlier, adoptees
can struggle to find others they can relate to, so going on a homeland tour in
China with other adoptees and their families was a great opportunity for her and
many other adoptees to connect with people in the same situation as them. Elsa
Lalone introduced an interesting perspective in her response explaining how she
and her parents wanted to explore the country “that was supposed to be [her’s],”
(2021). This perspective allows the implication that her abandonment and
adoption were, in her mind, not supposed to happen. Instead, she expected to be
raised by her biological parents in the country where she was from. However,
since she was adopted and moved to the U.S. at a young age, China was an
unexplored land to her and gave her a chance to live out the hypothetical
situation of her experiencing her life. Frances Berry actually went on her trip back
to China through her school. She never experienced the homeland tour that was
designed specifically for adoptees. Instead, she got the full tourist experience
with her classmates who were not all born there.
After asking about the reasoning for the trip in general, the next question I
had for the adoptees determined whether or not they had expectations going
into the trip. I was interested in hearing the responses to these given that this
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kind of trip can have a profound impact on one’s life, especially when the adoptee
might be struggling with identity issues. It seems almost impossible to go on a
potentially life-changing trip without any expectations. To my surprise, only about
half the adoptees that went on the trip had the expectations I predicted they
would have in one way or another. Allyson McHenry stated, “I think deep down, I
expected some sort of miracle or miraculous awakening would happen inside of
me, which I now can acknowledge as unrealistic. I’m still not able to exactly
pinpoint what I thought would happen- maybe some sort of closure, but that
never happened.” (2021) This sort of response did not surprise me. It is
understandable that many adoptees want to leave China again feeling closure or
fulfillment, however, many questions are left unanswered. Ellen Cruise also
expressed how she expected to come back from the trip with all her questions
answered, but unfortunately, that was not the case for her either. However, she
did state that she left feeling more liberated. (Cruise 2021) In some ways, that
feeling of liberation could have been the closure for Cruise that McHenry never
got. For Frances Berry who returned to China on a school trip, as opposed to a
homeland tour, she was hesitant to go at first. She remarked in her interview how
she feared that this trip could trigger some unwanted feelings for her. (Berry
2021) Gennaro brought up an additional point in her response about expecting to
feel welcomed. “Before going to China I thought I’d feel welcome and [at] home. I
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thought a part of me would remember the place where I was born. It was weird
feeling like a stranger in your own home country.” (2021) For some adoptees, it
makes sense that they expect something to just click when they return to China.
China is part of who they are, it’s where they were born; so to expect a certain
level of comfort when returning does not seem unreasonable. However, since
many adoptees leave their motherland at such a young age, the chance of them
actually retaining memories from when they were there is highly improbable and
the sense of feeling like a stranger in one’s home country is understandable.
When an adoptee explains to someone they were born in a country, there is a tie
between the person and the country. Yet, when they return, it feels as though
that tie never existed. There are no memories from that place, no connections or
relatives that the person can still reach out to, just a stranger in their own
homeland.
When the adoptees were asked if the relationship between them and their
parents changed, the majority of the answers explained that they did not feel a
change between them. The only person who expressed anything new was Ellen
Cruise, who simply stated that the bond between her and her parents was simply
strengthened. (2021) This is an understandable result given that it allows the
adoptee to look into her past and see how and where her family came to be.
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Getting to go back to where a family was formed and made official can be
emotional and can strengthen relationships even more.
One of the biggest aspects of this trip is that the adoptees are given the
opportunity to visit their old orphanages and look at their old files if they choose
to do so. This was another question I asked the group of adoptees who went on
the homeland tour if they went to visit their orphanage and their finding spot. A
finding spot is a location in which an orphan is found and then taken to the police
or an orphanage. Out of the eight adoptees who went on trips to China, five of
them visited their finding spots and orphanages. For Allie Wheels, she expressed
that she did not want to visit her orphanage or her finding spot because the trip
for her was more of a chance to get to know China and immerse herself in the
language and culture, not necessarily look into her past. (2021) For Madelin
Gennaro, she chose to take the advice of her mother, and chose not to visit her
orphanage and finding spot. She explained, “I didn’t because my mom told me
that some people don’t always have the greatest or happiest experiences when
visiting their orphanage. I also didn’t think at 16 years old I was emotionally ready
to visit my orphanage and wanted my first time back to be a positive experience. I
would like to one day see my orphanage if it’s still there.” (Gennaro 2021) Her
response is quite understandable given the emotional impact visiting these places
can cause. At an age like 16, not everyone might be ready to face the reality of
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their abandonment and their early life in an orphanage. Frances Berry simply did
not have the choice to visit her orphanage since she went back to China on a
school trip. However, she did express the desire to visit her orphanage if given the
opportunity. (Berry 2021)
The next question I asked the group of adoptees is how did the visit to
their orphanages and finding spots make them feel? Did it have an emotional
impact on them? I was very intrigued as to what their responses would be since
they are face to face with their history and their abandonment. The answers to
this question varied greatly. For some it was satisfying, some adoptees left
unsatisfied, and some just felt content leaving. For Allyson McHenry, she explains
that she had an underwhelming feeling. “To be completely honest, I expected to
feel more than I did when visiting the orphanage/finding spot. When I was at my
finding spot, I remember not feeling anything, or not being able to feel anything.
I’m not sure I processed what was even happening.” (McHenry 2021) This
response is not surprising, given the fact that it’s impossible to feel exactly what
one expects to feel. Revisiting an old orphanage can be very overwhelming and
the chance to process everything may not be possible for everyone. Ellen Cruise
also had a not-so-direct answer. There wasn't just one reaction for her, there was
a mixture of feelings, likely for many other adoptees in the world. She stated, “It
was both, it was extremely surreal to be at the finding spot, but it was also
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simultaneously really sad and emotional.” (Cruise 2021) I have heard many other
adoptees who have returned to China label the experience as surreal. Sometimes,
there really is not a better way to describe the experience since it is a difficult
reality to accept and believe. All the known facts about an adoptee's history are
thrown at them along with the true visual so accepting it all at once can take a
while for the adoptee to process. Elsa Lalone describes an interesting reaction of
not fully understanding if the experience was positive or negative for her. (2021)
Returning back to one’s old orphanage can be quite positive as it reveals the truth
that many adoptees have been searching for. In some ways, it gives them closure.
However, there is still the negative aspect of seeing their own abandonment, as
mentioned before.
Grace Kaiser, luckily, found the experience to be overall positive. She stated
in her response that she indeed find closure in the trip to her orphanage and
finding spot. (Kaiser 2021) Myla Garlitz also experienced the trip to be positive
only as well, fortunately. She explained though, that in order to come to terms
with her adoption and the trauma that came with it, she attended many therapy
sessions. However, such preparation ensured her to only have positive responses
regarding her trip back to the orphanage. It does demonstrate the trauma that
can come with international adoption and the reality of being abandoned.
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Another big aspect of the homeland tour is getting to see and visit the
tourist spots of the country. However, when adoptees are in a homeland tour
group, it is quite obvious to the locals. The locals will see a group of around 20-30
people in total consisting of Chinese girls, teenagers, or young women and their
families, perhaps some other adopted girls as siblings and their white parents.
Being a group of outsiders can create an unsettling feeling for the group, so the
penultimate question I asked the group of adoptees who have returned to China
was if they felt judged by the locals as they were walking around China. Only
some of the adoptees said yes while the majority said no or only on occasion. The
majority explained how since it was obvious they were in a tour group, the locals
knew that they would not follow Asian fashion trends or other socially acceptable
norms. Allie Wheels pointed out that being surrounded by all of the White
parents made it quite obvious that they were tourists and so they were not
necessarily seen as outsiders or outcasts, more simply just foreigners. (Wheels
2021) Myla Garlitz explained that it was mainly the parents that the locals were
interested in conversing with. (2021)
For many of the adoptees who only felt judged sometimes, it was the
times in which the locals would try and converse with them. One of the patterns
recognized by many adoptees is that the locals from their country, or even
immigrants from Asian countries in the U.S., do not understand that as adoptees,
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there is a language barrier. It’s hard for these people to grasp the concept that
they grew up with white parents, so adoptees typically have a Western accent.
Ellen Cruise mentioned that many of the locals were disappointed by the fact that
she and the other adoptees did not speak Mandarin Chinese. (Cruise 2021)
Lalone also described the same experience of the locals being confused by the
adoptees not being able to understand them when they spoke to them. Lalone
also pointed out that she felt like an outcast when many locals realized she had an
American accent. (2021)
For some other adoptees like McHenry, there was an intense feeling of
judgment by the locals in China. She explained that she did not feel very
welcomed by the locals when walking around China. (McHenry 2021) She further
elaborated explaining that as adoptees, the Chinese culture is not very well
known since adoptees are not raised by parents of the same ethnicity.
“Whitewashed” is a term commonly used to describe adoptees since although
adoptees appear to be Asian, all we know is what the public education system in
Western culture teaches their students, which is typically not the culture of Asian
countries. For McHenry, the people working at the orphanage she was from even
pointed out how Westernized she was. (2021) Having locals realize that adoptees
do not actually understand their own culture and language and be sad about it,
can be very disappointing for many adoptees. Adoptees might have such high
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expectations and goals to interact with locals and the workers of their orphanage,
so to see the disappointment on their faces when the adoptee doesn’t meet their
expectations is devastating. The chances of an adoptee returning back to their
homeland and understanding the language and culture perfectly are quite rare, so
to see the disappointment from the locals can create a feeling of not belonging
again. When the people that an adoptee relates to the most visually don’t
actually relate to them, even more of the diasporic feeling can occur.
The final question I asked the group of adoptees is if they think that the
trip back to China changed them. I wanted to see if a homeland tour can bring
new feelings and emotions, as well as give closure or a yearning to want to know
more. The responses to this question also varied widely. Grace Kaiser explained
that it had no real impact on her (2021). Myla Garlitz also stated that there was
no big impact that came with the trip, “it was [simply just] an amazing
experience” for her. (2021)These answers surprised me because all of the other
answers stated that there was at least some meaningful impact that occurred
during or after the trip back to China. Allie Wheels explained that though there
wasn’t much change or impact that came with the trip, it did inspire her to learn
more of the language. (2021)
Many of the adoptees expressed that they were able to gain a new
perspective from this trip. McHenry stated, “ I feel more like I simply have
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another perspective that layers with my previous perspective.” (2021) This is a
logical understanding given that she was not going into the trip blind, she did
know some information about her past; this trip simply just added to the
knowledge she already had. Elsa Lalone also focused on having a new
perspective. For Lalone, she was able to see how her life could have been. Having
been given a look into her past, she stated that in the future she would love to go
back to China and visit more of the specific region where she was from, and
eventually search for her birth parents. (Lalone 2021)
Another response came from Madelin Gennaro who explained that though
she did not feel changed after the trip back to China, she felt that the relationship
between her and the country itself changed. (2021) She described the experience
to give her such a feeling of culture shock since she was a tourist in her own
country. (2021) Ellen Cruise explained that she was able to gain a lot of closure
from the trip. “It allowed me to move forward and to grow from then.” (Cruise
2021) Frances Berry appeared to have experienced the biggest impact after
coming back from China. She even explained that it was difficult for her to return
home after the trip. Even though it was weird at first for her to be in a place
where everyone actually looked like her, she wanted to stay in a place where she
fit in visually. (Berry 2021) Berry explained that she felt very depressed returning
back to the States, and how even her parents noticed these feelings when she
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came back home. She also noted that she would love to return back to China for a
longer period of time, potentially even live there for a few years if given the
opportunity. (Berry 2021)
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Conclusion
Asian-American adoptees are constantly being perceived as not actually
adopted. People tend to jump to the assumption that they are fluent in an Asian
language, that they themselves or their parents are immigrants, or that they were
raised in an Asian household. Instead, they are frequently having to explain their
situations to people who might not always understand the reality of being
adopted. Sometimes they even face the challenge of having to be invalidated
because they were not raised by Asian parents, or because they don’t know the
language that people assume they would know.
All these assumptions and invalidations can create identity issues that
make the adoptees feel like they don’t belong. When these adoptees are young
children they tend to relate more culturally to their white peers. This is the
culture they are most familiar with because that is how their parents raised them.
Yet, when they look nothing like these people. They may go over to a friend’s
house and realize that their family doesn’t look like their friend’s; the parents
aren’t a different race/ethnicity than their children. The families may actually look
biologically related to each other.
It can also be challenging for the adoptee to meet other Asian students in
their classes, but who aren’t adopted. They may look alike, but they did not have
the same experience growing up; they grew up eating different foods, with
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different cultures, and perhaps even speaking a different language when at home.
If the adoptee ever went into the home of their peer, they may be surprised in a
different manner to see that their friend’s parents may actually look more like
themselves than their actual parents. They might even experience the challenge
of explaining the fact that they are adopted to the parents who may not fully
understand the concept of adoption.
Adoption can and most likely may come from a sad situation, but that does
not mean that the adoptee wants sympathy or pity from others. Having to
constantly be reminded that an adoptee is different from everyone else creates
such an isolating feeling. It’s even more challenging to find others who can relate
to the whole experience of being adopted. Finding other adoptees can create a
special bond or connection between two people; they can share experiences and
struggles that they face that may be similar. It can be even more powerful to go
on homeland tours as an adoptee. Getting to experience the land and culture of
the country that an adoptee could have potentially lived in their whole life is a
powerful experience well worth it.
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Personal Story
After reading, researching, and writing about adoption, I felt as though the
reader deserved to hear more about the adoptee who chose to do this research
in the first place: Hi there, my name is Lucia Breeden.
I was born in the city of Yangjiang in Southern China. After being left on
the street, I was taken to the police station, and then to the Yangjiang Social
Welfare Institution. I stayed there for ten months sharing a crib with another baby
girl in a room with hundreds of other baby girls. It was June 2 of 2001 when I got
to meet my family. After spending a week or two with my mother, Emily, and
older sister by six years, Katie in China we flew back home to Salem, Oregon.
Even as a young girl, my mother made it very clear that my sister and I
were adopted but that it was not a negative concept. We watched movies and
children’s TV shows where we learned Mandarin Chinese to try and connect with
our culture. We attended festivals and celebrated
traditional Chinese holidays. We even connected with
other adoptive families. In Salem, there was a group
called the FCC which stood for Families with Children
from China. Every now and then, there would be picnics
or playdates for all the young girls to get together and
connect with others in the same situation as us. There was even a summer camp
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that my family attended when I was a toddler to young elementary-school-age:
Xiao Pengyou. This was an overnight camp where the families were able to go and
create even more connections and friendships. The children were able to learn
popular activities done in China such as the Chinese yo-yo, some dances, and
even some calligraphy.
All the gatherings and summer camps were a great way for adoptees to
connect and relate to each other, but they were temporary. For many adoptees,
when the gatherings are over, they go back to their homes and it’s just them and
their families in a large population of primarily White, nuclear families. However,
there was one girl in my class who happened to be in the exact same situation as
me: a girl adopted from China with an adoptive
older sister being raised by a single mother.
Abba.
If I’m being honest, I am not able to
recall the time I actually met Abba, we have
always just been part of each other’s lives. We
were inseparable. During preschool naps, they
would have to separate us because we
wouldn’t stop giggling. From pre-school all the
way through elementary, we were always in the same class. We played together
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at recess, we were partners in school when we could be,
and we ate together at lunch. We even attended Xiao
Pengyou together with our families, and would often
time suspend the night together. Though we weren’t
related, it felt like I had another sister.
You might think that growing up with someone just
like me might have made it easier to explain the adoption situation to others, and
in some ways it was, but in other ways, it was
even harder. Abba and I constantly dealt with
people asking us if we were siblings, cousins,
twins, you name it. We were always
explaining the fact that we were both
adopted, we both had older siblings who were adopted from China too, and we
had single mothers. However, we were not the same person and we weren’t
siblings.
There are very few Asian-Americans in the U.S., let alone Asian-American
adoptees. Being different from everyone else made me feel like such an outsider,
but luckily Abba was there to be an outsider with me. Since I was interviewing
Abba for the general research, I decided to ask her an additional set of questions
regarding our experiences growing up together. I asked her about a time when
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she was picked on for being adopted or just being an Asian in school. She
explained that though she could not think of a specific time, she definitely
experienced it. (Johnston 2021) Stereotypes were very much thrown onto us. We
were constantly expected to do well at
math and play the piano. I asked her if she
felt like she never fit in, and how I played
into that aspect of her life. She stated that
having me there definitely made her feel
less alone. Being people of color in a
classroom full of White students together
allowed us to not
feel alone, and if there was another Asian student in
the class who may not have understood the concept of
adoption, we knew we would always be each other’s
support. (Johnston 2021)
Without Abba, I am honestly not sure how I
would my life would have been growing up. There was a level of understanding
between the two of us that no one else could even come close to achieving. She
and I both acknowledge how grateful we are to have had each other growing up.
(Johnston 2021) She explains how our understanding of one another acted as a
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support system for her. (2021) Having her in my life created a sense of security for
me. I knew that there was someone who knew exactly what it was like to be in a
family like mine. I never needed to elaborate on any stories I told her, she just
understood. Abba explained in one of her responses, “Having a friend who was
also an Asian adoptee growing up normalized our experiences or made me feel
less “different” from the rest. In addition, having someone that can exactly relate
to your experiences and family structure was really helpful.” (Johnston 2021) She
had the same situation where she didn’t need to elaborate on anything either. If
she ever talked about her mother, I knew who she was talking about, I never
questioned her about her “real mother”. I
never invalidated her relationship with her
sister just because she was adopted
because I had the exact same situation.
As life went on though, Abba and I grew
apart. As we entered middle school we
chose different paths and were not able to see each other as much as our social
lives shifted. In seventh grade, she transferred to the other middle school in the
area, and then in eighth grade, she moved to a different state altogether and we
lost touch. It was at this time which I really started to feel like an outsider.
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With Abba in a different state and no other adoptees in the same school as
me, or at least me not knowing them, I felt myself start to want to fit in more to
mainstream culture. All my friends were White, and I had no one else who could
relate to me, so of course, I tried to relate to them. I followed White fashion
trends. I ate mainly White foods. I even found the urge to dye my hair a lighter
color. The only other friend I had at my middle school that was Asian, once Abba
left, was only half Asian, and looking back, we both tended to fit more into White
culture back in middle school.
It wasn’t until high school that I started to try and learn more about my
Asian culture. The first summer before high school, I attended Holt Camp: a
five-day overnight camp designed for adoptees only organized by the Holt
International Adoption Agency. I was introduced to it by my sister who had
attended for years before me and highly recommended it.
At camp, we had a very strict
schedule. We’d get up early
and have breakfast,
everyone together in the
lodge. Then different groups
divided by age would have
different activities to do such
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as sports, art, and adoption talk. Lunch was next, followed by rest time, where
campers go back to their cabins to either nap or just hang out and relax after the
busy morning. After resting, campers would go down to the river to swim, tan, or
just play cards for a few hours. Olympics happened after, where more games (the
same as the sports activity) were played, but all the campers together, not just
one age group at a time. Then we would go into the lodge for dinner and eat for
an hour. After dinner, we would do what was called electives. Campers would
choose between a variety of activities such as yoga, arts and crafts, hiking, and
sometimes even rock stacking. After that campers would gather one last time for
what they called E2 which was the evening entertainment. Skits and small games
occurred to give people a chance to get to know people and have fun. After that,
campers went back to their cabins and went to bed.
It was the adoption talks that really
made me realize that not fitting into
groups as an adoptee is common. During
adoption talks, there were three main
points that were talked about during the
three whole days: identity, community, and
adoption. During the discussion about
identity, the group converses about what makes an identity. What traits and
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characteristics do we associate with our own identity? Do we see adoption as
part of our identity? This prompt allowed us, adoptees, to realize that adoption is
part of who we are. We were also able to examine the issue of fitting in with the
community we grew up in; the idea of not being able to fit in with others. Identity
was a great topic to start the three discussions on as it segued into the next topic
of community, more specifically, the adoptee community. This second discussion
in the groups allowed the groups to identify Holt camp as a community for each
other. Not fitting in was found to be very common for the adoptees in their
hometowns that attended the camp. Many adoptees explained how there
weren’t many other Asians in the populations they grew up in, let alone other
Asian-American adoptees, so Holt camp created that sense of community for
them. Being an adoptees-only camp, everyone can relate to each other in a way
that no one else can. It was like being at a place with hundreds of other Abba’s,
people in the same situation as me. I didn’t have to explain myself to anyone. We
all just knew what it was like to be adopted and not have our families look like us.
The third discussion was on the
topic of adoption itself. What it
meant to be adopted.
These three discussions really
opened my eyes to how
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adoption can really affect one’s identity and help build a community. It was at
Holt that I really learned to embrace my adoptee identity. I realized that it’s part
of who I am. I realized there are going to be moments when I feel like I don’t fit
into any category and I have felt those moments. I realized that connecting with
other adoptees can help make this situation not feel so isolated. I realized I’m not
alone. I attended this camp all the summers of my high school. It was a great
community and experience to have given that there weren’t many people in high
school that had the ability to relate to me.
Throughout high school, I ended up befriending one Asian friend my
sophomore year. After bonding with her over Korean pop music, I definitely
started to appreciate Asian culture more after ignoring it for the majority of my
life. Within the next few years, I found more Asian friends, though there weren’t
many. By creating these new relationships, I was able to connect with them and
Asian culture much more than before, not really having an extensive amount of
knowledge on it previously. I found a new love
for bubble tea, other Asian cuisines, music,
and television shows. However, all these new
concepts were introduced to me by friends
who Asian parents raised, so I was facing the
same, yet opposite situation from when I was
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in middle school. In middle school, I had White friends that I could relate to, but
looked nothing like; in high school, I had friends that looked like me, but we had
different experiences growing up.
It was not until my senior year of high school that I met another
Asian-American adoptee from my school that was not an old family friend. We
had been in Spanish class together when I overheard her telling a friend about
her plans for one weekend. Spending a lot of time with other Asian friends with
immigrant parents, I heard her plans and knew instantly that she was not raised
by Asian parents, so I asked her if she was adopted and she said yes. Right then I
felt so happy that I had finally found someone who could relate to me again in the
same way that Abba did. We were able to share stories in which we had
experienced similar situations of not fitting in with others or having people judge
our families just because we didn’t look related. Though our time together in
school was limited since we were two years apart, the bond we had was unique
and will be cherished for a lifetime.
It wasn’t until the summer of 2017 that my views on my adoption changed
indefinitely. That was the summer when I had the opportunity to return to China
myself on a homeland tour with my mother. During this tour, my mother and I
were part of a tour group with other adoptees and their parents where we got to
visit the tourist locations in China, and then break off into just the individual
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families and visit the finding spots and old orphanages of the girls. My sister, on
the other hand, participated as a chaperone in a way, to a different tour group
run by a different company. Luckily, she was able to meet up with us after my
mother and I visited my hometown in her own hometown, and we got to visit her
orphanage all together as the whole family.
The first location I got to visit with
the tour group visited was Beijing.
During our first day, we were able to
visit a jade factory and look at
amazing products made from jade.
Though the jade factory was a
wonderful experience, the highlight of
that day was the Great Wall of China.
Climbing it was way more intense than
I imagined, however, it was well worth
it to be able to experience such an
incredible view with such wonderful
people. Lunch was provided by the
tour guides so the families got to be
able to eat while sitting on the great
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wall itself! While on the Great Wall, I spent the day mainly with Allie Wheels who
was on the flight to China with my mother and me. We went and explored some
more after lunch, while our mothers sat and chatted with each other. After
walking on the actual Great Wall of China, the tour group was able to walk around
a nearby touristy market where vendors would sell cute souvenirs such as hats or
t-shirts.
After finishing the day in Beijing, the tour group returned to the hotel and
was able to explore the area for dinner. The Wheels, my mother, and I chose to
stay together since we had already
spent the day as a smaller group
and found a nice restaurant. After
dinner and looking around in the
shops, everyone returned to the
hotel for the night.
The second day was also spent in the large
city of Beijing. We started the day off by
visiting the Temple of Heaven, a famous
location known for spirituality and
enlightenment. Though this was a great
location to visit, having not been raised
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religiously or spiritually, it was not the most interesting location for me. After the
Temple of Heaven, the group was able to visit Summer Palace, a beautiful vicinity
of gardens and lakes; beautiful for photographs with loved ones. After spending
hours outside in the beautiful gardens, the next place we visited was a pearl
factory. It was a nice change after being in the blazing heat, however, the tour of
the factory was not as intriguing to the
adoptees.
Finally, the entire group returned to
the hotel where we ate dinner together in
the large conference room. We also received
our shirts from the tour company, making it
obvious to the locals that we were on a
homeland tour. After eating a delicious meal
as a group, we boarded the overnight train to the next
city on our itinerary.
The third day in China started out fast-paced as
we woke up on the overnight train in a new province.
As we got ready for the day and ate breakfast, the train
was pulling into the station in Xi’an City, Xi’an. This was
the first of many times throughout the tour where we
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switched tour guides; each city has its own guide that takes us around. The first
tourist activity the group attended was visiting an art museum. Following the
museum, the group attended a restaurant for hotpot. This is a special type of
meal as each person went walked through a line of different foods such as meats,
veggies, and sauces that they want to cook at the table. Hotpot is designed so
that each person cooks their food in an individual pot with boiling water which
then becomes their own personalized
soup.
After such a delicious meal, one of the
most memorable activities occurred: a
bike ride on the old city wall of Xi’an
City. The group was taken to the wall
that was built centuries ago. While standing on the wall, there is a visible
difference between where the modern construction began and what has already
been there for dozens of dynasties. We were given the choice of riding a tandem
bike or an individual one, most people opted for individual bikes. I was honestly
quite nervous since I had not ridden a bike for almost a decade, however, just as
the expression implies, it was quite easy to pick up that skill again. The girls in the
group and I rode for what felt like hours. A handful of the parents also borrowed
bikes and rode around, though many of them chose to just walk on the wall.
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All-in-all, that afternoon was quite an adventure, but it didn’t end there. That
evening we attended a dumpling banquet, where we got to try around a dozen
different types of dumplings along with a wonderful show as entertainment. By
the end of the night, everyone was ready for bed so we returned to the hotel for
a cozy night.
The fourth day was a long one. One of the famous locations to visit in
China is the museum hosting the Terracotta
warriors; this exhibit is so well-known that it is
even showcased in other museums around the
world. The group was very excited to see such a
wildly popular exhibit, we didn’t anticipate,
however, the duration of how long we would
actually spend looking at the warriors. It did
include a cute little workshop where we got to
make our own warriors out of clay and bring them home with us. After hours of
visiting the beautiful museum, the tour group had the great opportunity to visit a
primary school located outside of the city. The students welcomed us into their
classroom and showed us the progress they had made learning in English, as it is
a requirement for many students in China. The few students I sat with even
started singing one of the songs they learned and the rest of the class eventually
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joined in. The visit to the school ended with a large group photo and the tour
group, in due course, got back on the bus to start the trip to the next location on
the itinerary.
That night was one of the most special
nights that the group spent together as we
had the privilege of staying with different
families in a rural village in Hu County. Each
household in the village allowed two
families in the large group to stay in their
home for a night where we got to
experience life in China’s countryside. One
of the families and I were lucky enough to
place with a family who had a cute toddler. This toddler would give us tours of his
home, show us his books and even try to teach us some words in Mandarin. His
mother cooked us a delicious home-cooked meal; we even got to help prepare
the dumplings as a group. During our meals at the homestay, we got to see what
a typical family dinner looks like, and how it is completely different from meals in
the U.S. Most, if not all of the tables we ate at on the entire trip, had a lazy susan
where all the entrees were placed; and each meal had a large selection of entrees
and side dishes. It is also understood that if someone finishes all the food on their
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plate, then the host did not provide enough food for them, hence the large
amounts of food served at every meal.
After dinner with our assigned families,
we got to participate in one of the village’s
nightly routines of meeting in the village center
and having a town dance. Knowing very well that
many of us girls might feel awkward at first
joining a group of strangers to dance to songs
that we have not heard before, the village came
prepared; the first songs that they played was a
compilation of popular American songs such as the YMCA, Cha-Cha Slide, and
other songs that we would be guaranteed to dance to. After all the adoptees had
joined the dance floor, one of the residents from the village led multiple dances
of more traditional songs that we got to learn. Dancing eventually tired us all out,
and we returned to our assigned
homestays and spent the rest of the
night getting to know the families
while they got to know us and our
lives in America. Though there was a
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language barrier, we were still able to communicate very well as at least one
person from each home spoke English.
The next morning we woke up, got ready for the day, and as we came
downstairs wonderful breakfast was waiting for us. We got to try different
traditional Chinese breakfast foods such as scallion pancakes and congee. After
breakfast, a special guest came to the village to show us the art of paper cutting.
She demonstrated her beautiful skills and then taught us how to do one piece as
well. Succeeding the papercutting workshop, our tour guide walked us through a
nearby abandoned village. Once that tour was finished, we packed up our
suitcases and headed to the airport for the next part of the trip. The plane took us
to the city of Chengdu, most known for
its panda breeding research base.
On the sixth day of the trip, the
excitement was in the air as we prepared
to tour the research center on giant
pandas. This was such an anticipated part
of the trip for me since from a young age,
I have always loved giant pandas. Walking
around the research center, we saw
pandas sleeping, eating, and playing, we
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even saw a tiny baby panda sleeping in a large room. There was even a red panda
exhibit, but it didn’t peak as much interest as seeing the giant pandas. We ended
the tour with a nice lunch within the research base.
The panda research center was the main activity planned for that day.
After we got back, many families chose to decompress in their hotel room, eat in
the restaurant built into the restaurant, or just walk around the city. After my
mother and I rested our feet, we joined another family on a walk to the nearby
mall where we explored some shops and ate the delicious delicacy of Chinese
Pizza Hut with the red sauce being composed of just ketchup.
The following morning, the tour group headed to the airport in Chengdu to
fly to the next location, Guilin. After arriving in the city, however, to our surprise,
we were greeted with flooding, resulting in a
change in the itinerary. We first stopped at a
noodle factory where we were able to choose
between two different sauces: the red sauce
and the brown sauce. The restaurant employees
explained that the red sauce was very spicy so if
we didn’t want a lot of heat, we should choose
the brown. Being raised in the U.S., with not as much exposure to extreme heat,
my mother and I chose the brown sauce. We weren’t expecting, however, their
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so-called mild sauce to still burn our mouths. After our mouths finished cooling
down, we toured a silk factory where we got to see how different silk products
were produced, and in the end, purchase any products we would like. I bought
myself the softest, silk-filled duvet, and silk duvet cover.
After traveling on the bus with our suitcases and new purchases, we were
ready to finally check into the hotel and relax for the evening. Unfortunately, it
turned out, that the hotel that we were planning to stay in was flooded
chest-deep in the lobby, so we ended up checking in at a different chain of the
same hotel. The evening ended with a lovely dinner in the restaurant hotel.
On day eight of the trip, our original plan
was to take a river cruise, but with the flooding
still impacting large areas of the city, we luckily
were able to find a four-lake cruise to take as an
alternative.
After the
cruise, the
reed-flute
caves were the next location on our schedule.
The views from these caves were so
breathtaking. When thinking about traditional
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paintings of iconic Chinese mountainscapes, these views were the inspiration. The
insides of the caves are an adventure to climb. The water reflected beautiful
colors that lit the insides of the caves. My mother, though, was quite worried that
I would slip on the wet floors and fall into the deep dropoff when in reality, the
water was two inches deep.
A tea farm was the next stop on
our tour. During this, we got to learn
about how tea is grown, have a fancy tea
ceremony, and even pick our own tea
leaves to eventually drink. After the farm,
the set itinerary listed a visit to the
mountains, but because of the flooding,
many people decided to visit the
mountains so instead, we opted for a
relaxing stroll in the park. At the park, all the girls on the trip were really able to
connect and form lasting memories with each other. We also knew that it would
be the last full day we would all be together, so we wanted to take as many
photos as possible, which we did. When we finished walking through the park
and taking lots of group photos together, the bonding between all the adoptees
didn’t end. Back at the hotel, the girls and I all gathered in one of their rooms and
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we did face masks. We chatted for hours. We even explored the hotel together in
our pajamas. At the end of the night, I returned to my hotel room to find my
mother had successfully gone to the grocery store and returned with some
snacks.
It was the ninth day of the tour,
the next morning, in which our
large tour group said our
goodbyes and parted ways. My
mother and I then headed to the
train station for a ride on a bullet
train. With such high speed of the train, the 269 miles only took us two and a half
hours. We were then greeted by our new tour guide, Louis who took us to our
hotel in the big city of Guangzhou. With no formal schedule for that evening, my
mother and I walked around the city trying to find
a nice place for dinner, but we ended up getting
McDonald’s; though not planned, it was a nice
treat to have something familiar.
Day ten was planned with all sorts of touristy
activities for my mother and me to do. We started
by visiting the Chen Family temple where we were
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able to witness a traditional Chinese lion dance. The next stop was Shamien
Island where we first stopped at Qing Ping Market, a traditional, open-air Chinese
street market. Next up was the White Swan hotel. This was a special place for my
family as it was where my adoption took place back in 2001. Lunch was at a very
nice restaurant in which the employees kept
bringing us dozens of different dishes to try.
Underneath that restaurant was a bakery that my
mom and sister had visited when they went to
adopt me, so we decided to take recreate an old
photo there. After our day of scheduled activities,
my mother and I returned to the hotel for a few
hours. Following our rest period, we asked the
concierge for directions to the nearest shopping mall. At the mall, we were able
to experience the reality of living in China, as we had no tour guide to help us
navigate the area. We experienced the culture of being physically pulled into
shops and bargaining for deals on merchandise. I even got to purchase some
clothes in some nice stores, not aimed at tourists; making the clothes more
modern Chinese fashion than traditional Western clothing.
The following morning we started off by eating a delicious breakfast in the
upstairs dining area of the hotel. Before starting the drive to the next city, we
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stopped at the filing office to look over my case file. Though I was well aware of
the lack of information that could be provided about my abandonment, it was a
surreal experience listening to Louis translate the file for us and hearing him say
“unknown” to almost every box on the paper. It was, however, an experience that
I’m very grateful to have had since not every adoptee has the opportunity to look
at their old files. We then started the two-hour drive to Yangjiang, the city where I
was born. Once we arrived in the city, we ate at a small restaurant. They asked us
what we would like to drink, and I asked if they had a coke. They nodded and left
to get the drinks. Little did we know, they would actually go to the nearest store
to purchase our soda. The rest of the evening was spent relaxing in the hotel
room.
It was the next day, day twelve, that the whole trip was building up to; the
day I would finally get to visit my orphanage and finding spot. We started the
morning off by going to look for a fruit basket
since our tour guide, insisted that we must bring
a gift for the orphanage workers, and fruit was
one of the most ideal gifts we could bring. A
beautiful fruit basket was purchased, and then
we headed to the orphanage.
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As we arrived, we were greeted by Mrs. Peng, the orphanage director with
smiles and friendly faces. She and another
woman working at the orphanage gave let us
inside and first took us to a conference room
where she showed us their copy of my old file.
Again, not much information was given in the
paper though since so many baby girls were
abandoned with little information provided at
the scene. It was at this time when we gifted the
orphanage director the fruit basket purchased earlier that day along with a
homemade scrapbook of me growing up just so she could see what my life has
been like after being adopted. Both Mrs. Peng and Vivian, the other worker there,
loved looking at all the pictures of me and being able to visualize my life in the
U.S. Mrs. Peng even said she
remembered me as a baby, and
stated how I loved being outside.
The moment she told me she
remembered me as a baby, I was
shocked and content. I would not
think that one worker from over a
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decade ago would remember one individual baby girl in a room with hundreds of
others.
We then took a tour of the orphanage where we saw the different rooms
where the children slept. We even got to say hi to some of them as we were
outside and they were looking at us through the open door. It was dreamlike
walking through my old orphanage and hearing the
children call me big sister. The tour ended in the
courtyard of the orphanage where we proceeded to take
photos together;
photos that I will
cherish for the rest of
my life as it shows my American life and
Chinese culture collide to one.
Once we left the orphanage, we headed
back to the hotel for the rest of the evening.
Having
such a surreal experience, I wanted to
take some time and process what had
just happened. When we got back to the
hotel, I put in my earbuds, played some
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calming music, and sat on the balcony of the hotel room for hours. I closed my
eyes and took in the beautiful scenery and reality of where I was from.
After such an emotional day, we spent the following day at the South China
Sea on the beach. Since there was nothing officially scheduled for this particular
day, Louis asked us if we would rather go to this beach or spend the day touring a
museum. Being a person who does not rather enjoy museums, we opted for the
beach, and it was an amazing
trip. At the beach, we saw
beautiful landscapes, amazing
architecture, and I even got to
dip my feet into the South China
Sea. One of the gifts I was given
while in my hometown from Mrs. Peng, was a small souvenir book that illustrated
different landmarks from the city. The beach that I got to visit was in the book
along with other beautiful images of different places in Yangjiang. While driving
away from the beach back to the big city of Guangzhou, I was able to really look
through the book and admire the city. Once we arrived back in Guangzhou, we
checked into the same hotel as before, had a delicious dinner in the restaurant
connected to the hotel, and stayed in for the night.
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It was eventually time for the last leg
of our tour. After two weeks of
traveling with my mother, we finally
got to meet up with my sister, Katie.
My mother and I flew out of
Guangzhou and into Hefei, the capital
city of the province where she was born. There we met with our last tour guide
for the trip, Ding. After collecting our things from the airport, we drove over to
the hotel where we would be staying for the night and reunited with Katie. For
dinner, we found a delicious restaurant that served dumplings, one of our family’s
favorite dishes. At this time we were able to share our experiences so far on the
trip and listen to the activities Katie did as well.
During the first full day in Hefei, we
actually woke up and drove to Ma’anshan,
the city where my sister was born. We, of
course, gifted her orphanage workers a fruit
basket, similar to the one we gave mine,
along with a picture book illustrating Katie’s
life in the States. They provided us with a
lovely tour of the orphanage, unfortunately,
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it wasn’t the exact same location as where she was back when she was a baby;
this was a newer building after something happened to the old one. We were,
however, able to go to where the old building was located as well as her finding
spot on a nearby street. While looking at my sister’s file, we discovered that the
timeline provided with the police reports of her finding and when she was placed
at the orphanage, does not add up to ours. It turns out that the birthdate that my
sister has on all her legal documents is actually incorrect; an interesting, but
somewhat common error found amongst adopted children. Proceeding the tour,
the workers, the tour guide, my family, and I all attended a lunch banquet where
we served a popular dish from the area entitled Stinky Fish; and just as the name
sounds, it was quite a stinky fish. Luckily, it was accompanied by other side dishes
that were delicious so the meal was an
overall positive experience.
After a memorable day with the
whole family, we returned to the hotel.
Having some time to unwind, we decided
to walk around the area together as a
family. We found nearby shops with snacks
that we purchased, as well as a beautiful
park. As the sunset in the peaceful city, we
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were able to take some family photos together capturing the moment we were all
in China together and all old enough to remember. Eventually, we came back to
the hotel and turned in for the night.
On the last full day in China, we drove back to the city of Hefei and then
took Katie to the airport and said our goodbyes. We checked back into the hotel
from before and decided to have a relaxing night in, as we knew we would have a
big day of traveling ahead of us soon. For dinner, we ate at the same restaurant as
before, since we could not resist
the delicious dumplings. The
next day, we woke up, packed all
of our bags, including many new
items that we purchased, and
headed to the airport. After a
long, long trip, we returned back
to the states and arrived at our house.
After returning from the trip, I definitely feel like I have changed. Visiting
so many countries in China within a small two-week span made me realize there
was so much of China that I hadn’t seen. Or maybe, there were parts that I’d love
to be able to revisit for a longer period of time. Going on the trip helped me
embrace my adoption more than ever before and made me realize that adoption
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isn’t something to be ashamed of. Growing up, I never felt ashamed, but I knew it
still made me different, but after having been on this trip, I have an even stronger
connection to my adoption, my family, and China.
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